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Intermediate: Digital Literacy

Program

Connection & impact through

advancement of digital literacy
Please take advantage of the digital literacy
program this fall and enhance your connection
to your students, while also increasing the
impact of your courses. Faculty who have
completed the introductory Digital Literacy
modules can now continue to develop their
use of digital tools in their pedagogy by
participating in the Intermediate Digital
Literacy Program. This program
activates the skills and knowledge
gained in the introductory program
through advanced sk ills and
additional tools for faculty to use.

Where the introductory program aimed to
deeply inform faculty about the value of
digital literacy in education, the Intermediate
Digital Literacy program helps faculty envision
new and different ways in which they can use
technology in the classroom.
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MEET THE TEAM
JA SE TEO H
Welcome to the Intermediate stage of the Digital Literacy
From left to right: Gabrielle, Josh, Jase, Andrew

Program at SMC. We are excited to announce the launch of our
Intermediate DLP pilot. The Intermediate DLP modules were
developed using feedback from faculty who participated in the Introductory
DLP, alongside the project work carried out at the Institute for Liberal Arts
Digital Scholarship (ILiADS) this past June. Special thanks to Dr. Andrew Mount
(Assistant Professor in Art and Art History), Josh Rose (Science Librarian), and
Gabrielle Escalada (Senior, Communications major) for their collaborative
endeavors in building the Intermediate DLP pilot. Please feel free to reach out to
me at jlt12@stmarys-ca.edu or at 925-631-4662 if you have any questions.

AND RE W MOUNT
Andrew Mount is an artist and Assistant Professor of Art in the Art and
Art History department. He was in the inaugural DLP cohort, and
participated in ILiADS 2018, where the Intermediate DLP modules were
created. Andrew is the faculty lead for the DLP through the 2018-19
school year.

G ABRIELLE ESC ALADA

JO SH R OS E

Gabrielle is a Communication Major with a minor in Digital Studies

Josh Rose is a Science librarian who has served as a content creator and DLP

planning to graduate in the Spring of 2019. Gabrielle joined the ILiADS

group member since the start of the program. Josh is one of the librarians

team this year as a student representative and helped design graphics

that has partnered with the EdTech Center to develop a copyright module

and marketing materials for the DLP project.

and worked with other members at ILiADS 2018 to expand the DLP project.

Learning
O u tcom es:

P r o g r am G o al s :
The Digital Literacy Program aims to:

• Participants will be able to navigate
the DLP Moodle site, and recognize the
various types of Resources and
Activities that make up the DLP
Modules

• Participants will introduce

• Foster a culture of digital literacy at Saint Mary’s College.
• Encourage a sense of inclusiveness and ease among faculty using
technology in teaching, learning, and scholarship.
• Establish faculty cohorts to exchange ideas, share best practices,
provide inspiration, community, and support for learning new
pedagogical tools and techniques.

themselves in a discussion forum create
using both text and multimedia
evaluate
(PoodLL audio/video).

• Participants will be able
to share program
feedback via a
shared Google
Doc.

analyze

• Help faculty to stay current on the latest technology trends,
and explore innovative and/or collaborative applications of
educational technology.

a p p l y

understand

• Promote the use of campus resources, such as the
EdTech Center, Library, Student Disability Services,
and others in support of digital literacy.

remember

The Int er mediat e DLP Pilo t is di vided
int o two sect ions:

1. Learning and Application
In the first part of the Intermediate Digital Literacy project, you will learn
to use and apply three important digital tools that can extend your
teaching, and also help you to develop your pedagogy:
Web Conferencing, Active Learning, Hybrid Pedagogy.
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2. Experimentation, Reflection and Certification
This section allows you to experiment with different uses of the
first section tools within your teaching. You have the opportunity
to develop new syllabi or review and update existing syllabi by
including some of these tools. An important step in this second
part is the certification programs - one offered by Apple, the other
by Google. Understanding both formats will help you to reach
students using the technology that is very much a part of their
SMC experience.

At Saint Mary’s College we are a community of lifelong learners as well as educators in
the Lasallian Tradition. We strive to affirm and respect unique ways of learning, while
fostering a Community of Inquiry, in service of our students. Being digitally literate is
one important way of combining our own modes and methods of instruction
with technology meant to enable creativity, collaboration, and the kinds of
student-centered learning environments we strive to create.
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For more information on how to
participate, contact:

Andrew Mount
alm16@stmarys-ca.edu
Office: (925) 631 4440
Cell: (510) 309 3228

